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IDENTITY
Get new birth certificate, driver’s license, SSN.
Escape bad records with new “Secure ID.”
Obtain foreign passports, overseas ID.
Keep finances secret. Protect family, property.

CREDIT

Clear bad credit. Raise your credit scores.
Create new credit file for financial privacy, security.
Get higher credit limits. Qualify for personal, business loans.

MONEY
Get personal and business grants.
Profitable work-at-home businesses.
Commercial and government giveaways.
Discover high-paying jobs without college degrees.
Job opportunities overseas. Trades that work anywhere.
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The Ultimate Guides to New Identity

THE PAPER TRIP I

The Paper Trip I provides practical
solutions for anyone affected by:
• Negative employment references
• Less-than-honorable discharges
• Arrest, jail, and prison records
• Bad or unavailable credit
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The Paper Trip I explains step-by-step
how to create an entirely new identity.
With a new identity readers learn how to
do all the following:

• Cover negative job records.

• Change age. Make a new name.
• Cover arrest, jail, prison records.
• Disappear for good, perfectly.
• Return secretly, safely, from exile.
• Change citizenship.
• Get new government-issued ID.
• Leave bad credit records behind.
• New ID based on birth certificate.
• Obtain all kinds of supportive ID.
• Change handwriting, appearance.
• Inside secrets of ﬁngerprinting.
Too good to be true? Read The Paper
Trip I and you’ll become a believer!
The information in The Paper Trip I is
absolutely priceless. Someday you may
be very glad you learned how to take the
“Paper Trip”
88 pages
#483 $18

100 Ways to Disappear
and Live Free

Anyone who uses an alternate
identity needs to know all the “side
effects” as well as ways of using it safely.
Numerous tips on achieving privacy
and finding employment--all in a new
name.
24 pages
#482 $10

THE PAPER TRIP II

Credit bureaus and other reporting
services often victimize innocent people
as they trade profitably in your “private”
information. Identity theft has become
an easy game for scammers, thanks to
information brokers who gladly sell your
records.
The Paper Trip II shows you how to
create a totally new identity at least 10
different ways. The Paper Trip II guides
you through all the different methods of
changing your name and obtaining new
identification. The Paper Trip II covers:
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• The laws on fake ID.
• Evading government control.
• Adopt an alias—make it stick.
• Creating your own ID.
• Take over someone else’s ID.
• How to change your name legally.
• Legal name change in all states.
• Getting new ID in your new name.
• New, legal ID without court.
• Disappear with legal name change.
• SSN codes by state and by number.
• Get passports under other names.
• Create an identity out of thin air.
• Useful art for do-it-yourself ID.
• Making changes on ID forms.
• Where to get stamps and seals.
• SOUNDEX System for licenses.
• Driver’s license codes.
The
professional
advice
and
specialized information in the Paper Trip
II can make you the master of your own
life. Any way you choose, The Paper
Trip II tells HOW. Everything you need
to know is right here, waiting to work for
you!
88 pages
#484 $20

THE PAPER TRIP III

The need for new identity has never
been greater. Big Brother now works with
hundreds of privately-owned data-bases
that track and control millions of names
in their ﬁles, specifically, yours!
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Our solution to these emerging
problems is The Paper Trip III, your guide
to dealing with Big Brother and living
the life you really want. The solution is
creating an Alternate Identity. The Paper
Trip III reveals all the many helpful ways
alternate identity can help you:
• Avoid problems of negative records.
• Become “invisible” to investigators.
• Create personal low-proﬁle privacy.
• Reduce what others know about you.
• Begin a new life with new friends.
The Paper Trip III explores alternate
identity and how it can work for you.
Begin to enjoy greater privacy, security,
even a new life! Discover how to obtain
an original birth certificate with new name
and age from Vital Records.
• Use ID to compartmentalize your life.
• Become “invisible” to databases.
• How Vital Records offices work.
• Use 3 levels of ID for mail and phone.
• Avoid criminal records problems.
• Protect yourself from identity theft.
Learn to live with your new ID in terms
of jobs, auto, banking, assets, travel,
insurance, relationships, travel, etc.
• Get a new SSN legally from SSA.
• Create alternate SSNs if needed.
• Make your SSN “untraceable.”
• U.S. passport problems & solutions.
• Advantages of foreign passports.
• Do-it-yourself ID. Quick “back-up” ID.
Let The Paper Trip III be your own
Master Guide to new possibilities and
endless benefits. Order your copy today!
124 pages
#901 $30

ORDER BY PHONE: Toll-Free (800) 338-8484 or SHOP ONLINE: www.EdenPress.com

The Paper Trip 4 - The Ultimate Guide to New Identity since “9/11”
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ID by MAIL & INTERNET

Need an ID? No questions asked?
Here’s the place to find what you
want. ID by MAIL & INTERNET lists
over 500 companies offering all kinds
of ID products through the mail and
internet. You can reach them quickly at
their addresses and websites. These
current sources offer an amazing variety
of ID products:

• Photo cards that resemble “State ID.”
• Student ID cards. Employee ID,
• Birth and Baptismal certificates.
• Diplomas and Certificates.
• Reminder Social Security cards.
• Fake/novelty drivers’ licenses.
• Membership cards for unions.
• ID for press, photographers, clubs.
• Blank cards and certificates.
• Badges and Police ID.
• ID templates. Foreign passports.
• Canadian and foreign ID cards.
• ID-making materials and machines.
• Do-it-yourself Photo ID kits.
Here’s the perfect companion to our other books on new identity,
especially the “PAPER TRIP” series.
72 pages
# 678 $25

SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFERS
START LIFE OVER Combo
• Disappear In America
• The Paper Trip 4
• ID by Mail & Internet
You save $15!
All 3 Books #507 $70
PAPER TRIP Combo
• The Paper Trip I
• The Paper Trip II
• The Paper Trip III
• The Paper Trip 4
You save $28!
All 4 Books #506 $80

NEW ID Combo
• The Paper Trip 4
• ID by Mail & Internet
You save $15!
Both Books #510 $50
SUPER FIVE Combo
• The Paper Trip I
• The Paper Trip II
• The Paper Trip III
• The Paper Trip 4
• ID by Mail & Internet
You save $34!
All 5 Books #515 $99
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THE PAPER TRIP 4

THE
The Ultimate Guide to New Identity
since “9/11”
In reaction to 9/11 Congress passed
the Real ID Act to establish “Secure ID”
with federal standards that the states
The Ultimate Guide
must now follow. The feds figured that if
to New Identity
since 9/11
a group of True Believers could reshape
the sky-line of Manhattan with just box
cutters and state-issued ID, then the
EDEN PRESS
solution would be federally mandated
“Secure ID” for innocent Americans to board an airplane or
enter a government building.
Sadly, many Americans see no harm in accepting “Secure
ID.” They are blind, however, to the dangers in computerized
identity records that can ultimately be used for surveillance and
possibly worse. Let’s not forget that the Nazis achieved very
“efficient” social control by simply demanding, “Your papers,
please!” long before computers!
THE PAPER TRIP 4 shows how to take advantage of the
Real ID Act to create your own new identity. You will be able
to get “No-Questions-Asked” ID in another name, and no one
will challenge it be-cause it will pass as “Secure ID.” You will
succeed by having all the most important information and
resources available to you in full detail:

PAPER
TRIP 4

The “Real ID” Act—what it’s all about, and what it means
for changing identity.
All the best methods for creating a new identity—pros
and cons.
Requirements for getting government-issued birth
certificates in all 50 states.
Requirements for getting new driver’s licenses and non
driver ID in all 50 states.
Current US Passport application requirements and
instructions.
New system for issuing Social Security numbers.
How to get a new Social Security number.
How to change your Social Security number.
Identity theft—issues, dangers, solutions.
How to create new credit with “Secure ID.”
BONUS CHAPTER: Here’s a fast and easy way to create a new
identity that has never appeared in any of our books. Full details
enable you to “disappear” from an old identity, and obtain even
MORE new credit. Don’t miss this quick and effective way to
create a new identity. Worth the price of the book alone!
Order THE PAPER TRIP 4 today!
215 pages
#944 $40.00

Testimonials
I will be starting life over soon, and I would like to utilize the opportunities that you provide. I want to put my life back together. I
believe Eden Press is the key to helping me succeed. I appreciate all your resource information. Thank you. With eyes on Big
Brother, Ramon M.
I am a customer who is very much in love with your publications about privacy. I say they are really helpful. I congratulate you on the
wonderful job your company is doing. May you continue with great success. Liberty M.

ORDER BY MAIL: Use Order Form in back of this catalog. Money Orders, Checks, Visa/MasterCard accepted.
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How to R
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DISAPPEAR
in AMERICA

We all think
about
leaving
or “starting life
ERICA over,” but what
IN AM
does it take to
do it? Here’s the
practical advice
you need to
arrange things in
EDEN PRESS
advance, decide
what to take with
you, and plan your escape. Learn the
best places to live, transition into a new
ID, and find best ways to make money.
For safety, use low-profile living and
mail drops, and obtain a new SSN. You
can even include children and regain
property left behind. Why suffer a
miserable existence when you can enjoy
an entirely new life? How to Disappear
in America lets you do all these things.
115 pages
#999 $20

DISA

CLEAN SLATE: The New Laws

Ever been arrested? Convicted? Had
to do time? If so, you probably still have
nagging doubts about your legal status
in our “free” society. Seeking a better
job, applying for bonding, or taking a
lie detector test can create terror in the
heart of anyone who ever had a “brush
with the law.” In Clean Slate you’ll ﬁnd
what new laws provide and where they
can be found. A state-by-state analysis
is provided. Don’t let your past keep you
from future opportunities.
188 pages
#621 $30

The ID FORGER

This step-by-step book provides all the
details of both classic and modern hightech methods of forging commonly used
documents, including birth certificates,
drivers licenses, SSN cards, military ID,
transcripts, reference letters, and more.
85 pages
#954 $20

CLEAR Your CRIMINAL RECORD

Clear your record by yourself. It’s
perfectly legal, and can be done easily
and cheaply with the letters and forms
provided. (You don’t need an attorney!)
Find out what’s in your record. What
to do about errors. Apply for clemency.
Ways to get a pardon. What to do after
record is cleared. Don’t let a “criminal
record” hold you back! This book works.
158 pages
#829 $25

YOUR RIGHT TO FEDERAL RECORDS

You can use the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) for PUBLIC records. And
you can use the Privacy Act for your
PERSONAL records. Here are all the
rules and resources you need to use
these federal laws quickly and effectively.
14 pages
#405 $10

Private INTELLIGENCE SECRETS

Protect your property, money, and
freedom with “insider” secrets. Find
out bank balances with IRS methods.
Open locks and envelopes undetected.
Learn gestures of liars. Bind anyone to a
secret. Conduct private surveillance.
98 pages
#677 $20

FIND ANYONE ANYWHERE

Conduct quick national sweeps to find
records of credit cards, telephones,
driver licenses, and public files. Use
pretexts to elicit information. Develop
your own confidential sources.
62 pages
#629 $20

ENCYCLOPEDIA of REVENGE

Fight back against neighborhood bullies,
corporate giants, and everyone in
between. The Encyclopedia of Revenge
provides over 1,000 ideas, from mild to
dirty rotten. Learn how letters and fliers
can create wicked revenge on the truly
deserving. Many examples provided.
128 pages
#22
$25

Make DRIVER’S LICENSES
& OTHER ID on COMPUTER

BIRTH CERTIFICATE FRAUD

Official US report covers the variety
of documents issued; the ways birth
certificates are used and misused; and
making birth certificates more secure,
less susceptible to fraud.
32 pages
#665 $20

Step-by-step details cover how to set up
shop, download software, ﬁnd license
templates off the Internet, change an
existing license, and add holograms, and
“anti-counterfeiting” devices. Also covers
printing, cutting, laminating, and finding
best equipment to use.
34 pages
#953 $18

PASSPORT PROGRAMS Worldwide

BACKGROUND CHECKS

Detailed descriptions of passport rules of
40 countries. Many have point systems
that can lead to fast naturalization.
47 pages
#591 $20

What to expect.
Legal limitations.
Overcome “problem” areas. How to avoid
surprises. All you need to know.
4 pages
#450
$3

Where to Write for
BIRTH AND DEATH RECORDS

Here’s the only complete directory of all
vital records offices, state-by-state, that
process requests for certified copies
of birth, death, marriage and divorce
records. Includes complete names,
addresses, fee schedules, and related
information on getting the records you
need. Also: advice on records outside
the U.S., and for U.S. military personnel.
32 pages
#631 $15

PRIVACY— How to Get It, Enjoy It

Learn to create personal privacy in all
the “problem areas” of everyday living.
Learn hundreds of safe ways to keep
your ﬁnances secret, generate cash, and
avoid banks. Use low profile living, and
protect mail with codes and mail drops.
For “deep cover” adopt new identities
with nomadic lifestyle, dis-cover hideouts,
and quit paying taxes—legally.
88 pages
#400 $20

Guide to DISABILITY RIGHTS LAWS

Complete details of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA). All equal opportunity
laws for the disabled.
9 pages
#445
$5

BE YOUR OWN DETECTIVE
Use public records
to get the dirt on H OW TO B E Y OU R
OWN D E TE C TIV E
just about anyone.
This all-new 300page book tells you
where to go to find
out everything you
want to know—fast.
Databases of all
kinds can be quickly
EDEN PRESS
accessed in person
or online. Uncover
background information and personal
records in all these important areas:
Criminal records Lawsuits Prenuptial
Divorces Restraining orders Accidents
Cars Police Fire EMT Real estate
Corporations Licenses Judgments.
You can also discover politicians’ holdings,
donors, and decisions, as well as failing
schools, teachers, and local sex offenders.
Years of the author’s professional experience
show how to protect the innocent, but also
learn about those whose records and habits
should be avoided. His dozens of real-life
examples illustrate how you can do the
same. Be your own detective!
300 pages
#735 $40
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CREDIT!

Credit, Debts & Bankruptcy

Learn how to obtain almost unlimited
retail credit, and receive all the credit
cards you want. Control collection tactics
against you, and end debts without going
bankrupt. Understand what’s in your
credit ﬁle. Use clever negotiations to
remove negative credit report items.
48 pages
#476 $15

Do it Yourself CREDIT REPAIR

Do it yourself. Save money. Avoid scams.
Sources of free help. Get clean credit.
6 pages
#406
$4

DISPUTING ERRORS on
CREDIT REPORTS

Best ways to get favorable results.
Sample letters, forms. Free resources.
6 pages
#407
$4

Build Better CREDIT REPORT

Get better credit, lower insurance,
favorable renting and jobs. It pays!
6 pages
#408
$4

How to Check Your
CREDIT REPORT

Fix mistakes. Correct errors. Avoid
identity theft. Get free reports.
2 pages
#409
$2

You can prevent IDENTITY THEFT
Thieves get account numbers, SSNs,
passwords. Know their tricks and scams.
3 pages
#425
$2

The NEW CREDIT Combo
Discover every trick in the credit world
to erase bad credit, improve your credit
rating, and obtain virtually unlimited
credit, even a new credit ﬁle. These four
books cover all you need to know.

Credit!
How to Start a New Credit File
Credit Improvement/Credit Cards
The Complete Credit Book

ALL 4 BOOKS
(Save $25!)

#511

$65

GUIDE to BUSINESS CREDIT
for Women, Minorities
& Small Businesses

Discover what loans are available, how
the credit approval process works, your
legal rights, and special opportunities.
12 pages
#179
$5

The COMPLETE CREDIT BOOK
Whether you’ve never had credit, have
ruined your good credit, been bankrupt,
divorced, unemployed, unable to get
loans and credit cards, bothered by bill
collectors, laughed at by your banker, or
worse—whatever your credit history, you
CAN straighten out your credit problems.
Here are all the credit secrets you need:
Over 50,000 words telling exactly what
you need to win the credit game.
176 pages
#928 $20

ALL ABOUT CREDIT SCORES

Improve scores for more credit, better
terms, lower interest. Insider secrets.
4 pages
#410
$3

FREE CREDIT REPORTS

Get free reports from the “Big Three.”
Sample letters, easy forms to use.
6 pages
#411
$4

Fix MISTAKES in
CREDIT CARD BILLS

Dispute charges, errors. Rules to follow
when dealing with creditors.
2 pages
#412
$2

Understand Your
CREDIT SCORE

Raise your score. Know variables and
scoring formulas. Insider information.
2 pages
#414
$2

Check Specialty Credit Reports
Get reports from landlords, banks,
employers, insurance. Websites, tollfree numbers you can access.
2 pages
#416
$2

BECOME DEBT FREE

How to stop collections, late charges.
Get lower payments, interest rates.
2 pages
#418
$2

All About REVERSE MORTGAGES

Know terms, risks, costs. Consider
advantages and alternatives.
3 pages
#419
$2
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BANKRUPTCY for PROFIT

Learn how and why you can profit
through bankruptcy. Dozens of scenarios
show how debts are wiped out, and
assets and income can be preserved.
18 pages
#835 $10

CHOOSING A CREDIT CARD

Compare features and costs. Learn your
liability limits when using a credit card.
What to do when there are billing errors
or other problems with your card.
9 pages
#186
$3

CREDIT MATTERS

How to qualify for credit, build good
credit history, protect your credit score.
Everything you need to know!
2 pages
#182
$2

START a NEW CREDIT FILE

(And Leave Your Bad Credit Behind)
Create a new credit ﬁle, with a brand new
number. Obtain new credit in a matter of
weeks. This is not credit repair, but a way
to create a new credit ﬁle from scratch.
Don’t wait years for negative items to
come off your credit report. This new
method gives you the chance to enjoy
clean credit once again. Full details guide
you every step of the way.
45 pages
#65
$30

How to AVOID FORECLOSURE

Learn how homeowners with FHAinsured mortgages can avoid losing their
homes and ruining their credit be-cause
of missed payments. Great information.
5 pages
#177
$3

Do Your Own
DEBT CONSOLIDATION
Reduce Your Monthly Payments

A concise report on exactly what you must
do to get control over your bills (and your
creditors) so you can “breathe again.” If
you need help in the debt department,
here it is. These ideas work!
11 pages
#776 $10

CREDIT IMPROVEMENT
& CREDIT CARDS

Does your credit report carry negative
items? Discover the methods credit
repair agencies use so you can clean
your own credit. Learn how they do it
by using different dispute formats and
cycles. Credit scoring, secured cards.
112 pages
#673 $25

ORDER BY MAIL: Use Order Form in back of this catalog. Money Orders, Checks, Visa/MasterCard accepted.
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Degrees, Jobs & Careers

GET THE JOB You Really Want

Get better jobs, and get them fast. Learn
to move quickly into dream jobs with
all the right references and education.
Create documents and past experience
that will convince your next employer to
hire you. Finding the good jobs. Becoming
an expert. Handling interviews. Sources
of documents. Real life examples.
25 pages
#994 $15

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWING

Take advantage of advice on what to do
before, during, and after a job interview.
Includes tips about job fairs, too.
9 pages
#191
$5

JOBS IN RESIDENTIAL UPKEEP

Discover the many opportunities for
handypersons, maintenance workers,
and grounds keepers. Many great
possibilities for self-employment.
4 pages
#441
$3

JOBS IN TOURISM AND LEISURE

Resorts, travel, cruise companies hire all
kinds of friendly people to work in “fun”
places.
9 pages
#447
$5

BE WORKING IN 48 HOURS
Anywhere in America

Never be out of work again! The author
proved this claim by securing jobs all
around the country. The secret is using
temporary placement firms successfully.
Many employers hire temporaries ﬁrst,
then offer full-time to those who “ﬁt.” This
report gets you working fast!
15 pages
#879 $10

HOME EMPLOYMENT Directory

More than 100 U.S. companies offer
home-based opportunities both full and
part-time. Find the home-based work
that fits your ability, needs, and desires.
32 pages
#771 $15

“TAKE NOTE”—A New
Approach to MEETING WOMEN

Take Note is a creative way to get dates
with women who interest you. Discover
the best places to ﬁnd them, get their
attention in an acceptable way, and see
how easy it is to get them to say YES.
Simple and effective—it works!
20 pages
#969 $10

RESUMES, APPLICATIONS
& COVER LETTERS

Use these helpful samples to prepare
convincing cover letters, resumes, and
applications. Learn the words, phrases,
and ideas that work best. What to avoid.
15 pages
#189
$5

How to GET A JOB FAST

Use a plan of action to get your next
job. Know your skills, abilities, and what
work you like. Use free job information at
small business assistance centers. Note:
“temp” work can become full-time!
25 pages
#861 $10

ESSENTIAL JOB SKILLS For
The DISABLED
Learn what employers really want:
professionalism/work
ethic,
good
communication, teamwork, problemsolving skills. Disabilities need not be
barriers to success.
5 pages
#449
$3

DEGREES by MAIL

Obtain the diploma,
DEGREES certificate, or other
by
document you want by
MAIL
mail! No courses. No
exams. No waiting.
EDEN PRESS
Discover
firms
that
offer degrees (AA, BA, MA, PhD), HS
diplomas, GED, military, trade school,
custom certificates, transcripts. Ordering
instructions included.
88 pages
#971 $20

THE GED TESTS

Never got your high school diploma? You
can get the equivalent (accepted by 93%
of colleges and 96% of all employers) by
passing five tests given at GED Testing
Centers. Report has full details.
16 pages
#884
$5

EMPLOYMENT OPTIONS FOR
OLDER WORKERS

Use the “hidden” job market that’s four
times bigger than all advertised jobs. Let
skills and experience pay off.
4 pages
#451
$3

How to FIND WORK with the
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Learn how to find jobs with the federal
government. Rules and requirements.
Job grading and advancement. Job
banks plus addresses you need to find
speciﬁc jobs available now.
21 pages
#852 $10

How You Can Become an
HONORARY CONSUL
GENERAL

Discover the many social and financial
opportunities of becoming an Honorary
Consul representing a foreign country
inside the US. Your chance of a life-time!
103 pages
#986 $50

ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING
YOU WANT IN LIFE

Achieve your life’s desires—success,
money, health, love, recognition, power,
adventure. This report shows you how!
15 pages
#165 $10

HOW TO BECOME A GIGOLO

All the details for men who want to
make a living by pleasing bored, usually
frustrated women. Good earnings and
adventure in this unique personal service.
9 pages
#72
$10

HOW TO BE AN EXPERT
In Less Than Six Months

Knowledge is power and the foundation
of your prosperity. The more you know,
the more you succeed. When you acquire
marketable knowledge you can greatly
increase your income.
18 pages
#25
$10

The Lazy Person’s
Secrets to Overnight Wealth

It takes a little cash, and very little work to
make it BIG with this idea.
2 pages
#143
$3

HIGH EARNING WORKERS
Without a Bachelor’s Degree

Over 100 occupation categories offer the
highest earnings to individuals without
a degree. Non-degree opportunities DO
exist and here they are.
8 pages
#885
$5
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Financial Privacy
CLARKSON’S NO CHECKS

Conduct your life and business without a
checking account. “Recycle” checks paid
to you, so your name “disappears” from
bank records. You can use these clever,
practical techniques immediately.
38 pages
#700 $15

FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
This business entity can help you protect
wealth from frivolous lawsuits, re-duce
income tax liability, avoid inheritance
taxes, and protect assets from creditors.
FLPs are easy to set up.
11 pages
$787 #10

FIGHTING FRAUD in
INVESTMENTS

99 WAYS to
SAVE MONEY on EVERYTHING

HOW to SPOT
FRAUDS and SCAMS

DISINHERIT THE I.R.S.

Tricks and cons that fool “smart people”
out of their money. Madoff, anyone?
3 pages
#426
$2

Discover red flags, “come-ons” that
signal frauds, scams, and con games.
2 pages
#428
$2

CONSUMER GUIDE TO CHECK
21 AND SUBSTITUTE CHECKS

A new law, Check 21, allows banks to
send you “substitute checks” in place of
your original cancelled checks. Find out
your rights in case there are “problems.”
2 pages
#181
$2

IDENTITY THEFT and Your
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

Illegal use of your SSN can steal your
ﬁnancial identity and your money. Learn
how to prevent identity theft, report it
if you suspect it, and get a new Social
Security number if you are a victim.
3 pages
#193
$4

ELECTRONIC BANKING

Learn about electronic transactions such
as debit cards and online accounts. How
transactions are processed, their timing,
security, and your legal protections.
5 pages
#180
$3

ADVANCE FEE LOANS

Red flags and “pitches” scammers use to
offer dishonest and fake loans.
2 pages
#430
$2

RISKS IN BUYING
GOLD AND SILVER

Three ways to buy, but all have
advantages, costs, rewards, and dangers.
2 pages
#431
$2

Start saving money on your home, car,
healthcare items, travel, taxes, and
insurance. Reduce debts by bargaining.
Solve problems without “buying.”
10 pages
#121 $10
Dozens of ways to minimize estate
taxes with insurance, gifts, trusts, partnerships, installment sales, even adoption.
23 pages
#54
$10

The Eden Guide to Complete
FINANCIAL PRIVACY

Personal and ﬁnancial affairs are targets
for thieves, con men, and greedy relatives.
Use privacy techniques to keep your
assets from being taxed, sued, or stolen.
Reduce ﬁnancial visibility; keep bank
accounts private; set up foreign accounts.
Be a private investor; use commercial
names. Use an alternate identity to disguise
your ﬁnances. Consider offshore banking,
investments, residence, even citizenship.
200 pages
#675 $25

ELECTRONIC
CHECK CONVERSION

Merchants can use the information from
your checks to withdraw money directly
from your bank account. Know your
rights and how to resolve problems.
2 pages
#183
$2

SOCIAL SECURITY:
Understanding the Beneﬁts

Social Security has programs that affect
everybody while working or collecting
benefits. Questions and answers about
Medicare and SSI are included.
15 pages
#765
$5

COMMODITY POOL FRAUD

High-pressure “investment” fraud. Know
tricks and traps to avoid losses.
2 pages
#432
$2
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HOME BUSINESS LEGALITIES
& TAX ADVANTAGES

Avoid local legal problems. Get the best
tax advantages for your home business.
3 pages
#205
$5

HOW TO INVEST IN GOLD

Many opportunities: physical gold
(bars, coins); certificates for privacy;
accumulation plans; contracts; options;
mining stocks; mutual funds; new IRS
rules; Swiss Gold Plan accounts; and
more.
41 pages
#50
$15

The LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY

This business entity has the ﬂexibility of
a partnership and the limited liability of
a corporation. LLCs are best suited for
venture capital ﬁrms, family businesses,
entrepreneurs, and professionals.
10 pages
#788 $10

YOUR OWN CORPORATION

If you’re thinking about incorporating
your business, this report gives the ﬁne
points to consider and the advantages
only a corporation can provide.
16 pages
#782 $10

NEVADA
AS YOUR CORPORATE HOME

The state of Nevada has the best
corporate laws in the U.S., offering
maximum personal and corporate
freedom, privacy for corporate affairs
and protection from lawsuit-hungry
lawyers. Officers do not have to be U.S.
citizens, live or hold meetings in Nevada,
and can be all one person. A paradise for
company owners.
19 pages
#932 $10

SENIORS CAN AVOID
FINANCIAL EXPLOITATION

Recognize likely perpetrators. Way to
prevent dangerous losses.
4 pages
#433
$2

CONSUMER FRAUD BY
PHONE OR MAIL

Learn the “come-ons” of sales pitches
used in deceptive sales.
3 pages
#435
$2
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“PT” Reports (Perpetual Traveler, Prior Taxpayer, etc.)

Explore these “PT” Reports for escaping Big Brother and living life on your own terms. Enjoy maximum
freedom, endless opportunities, and the potential for unlimited earnings and lifestyle rewards. Here are the
plans and details for living the way you always thought was possible, but couldn’t learn about until now. All
these Reports are by people who said “bye-bye” to Big Brother and never looked back. With no regrets and
infinitely better lives, they share their success and secrets with you.
What Does “PT” Mean?

PT can mean Perpetual Traveler or
Permanent Tourist, someone who arranges
his papers so governments consider him
only “Passing Through.”
7 pages
#550
$5

What PT Is All About

Discover how and why PTs operate
legally while avoiding taxes and rules
that trap others. 9 pages #551
$5

How Jason Brady Became a PT
A typical American businessman lost his
assets but discovered PT in time to save
himself from being framed and jailed.
24 pages
#552
$5

Break Free and Become a PT

As a PT you can make more money,
have interesting friends, great sex, and
enjoy a stress-free, healthy life.
6 pages
#553
$5

Your Six Flags Unfurled

Become truly international with second
passports, new citizenship, safe business
& tax havens. Fire the lawyers and
accountants.
12 pages #554
$5

“Free” Investment Advice
and Services Can Cost You

How investment advisors, newsletters,
brokers, even bankers, steer you into
deals that reward them—not you.
9 pages
#555
$5

Important Concept: “Paper PT”

How Much $$$ Is Needed to PT?

Advanced PT Communications

Part-time or Fixed Residence?

Successful Secret Banking

Good news: You don’t need ANY
money or assets, since PT is a way of
life, a philosophy.
9 pages
#560
$5
Discover many options for living where it
suits your needs, whether temporary or
permanent.
9 pages
#561
$5

How Big Brother Monitors Mail

Learn how to send and receive
confidential, sensitive mail anonymously
with virtual addresses, government
“poste restante” services, third world
mailboxes, and top secret “dead drops.”
8 pages
#567
$5

How a Novice Became a PT

Facing a catastrophic collision with
Big Brother, the author made himself
judgment proof, leaving the lawyers,
investigators and greedy relatives to find
his “bags of gold” were empty. True story.
12 pages
#563
$5

Professional Advice for PTs

Best options covered in detail:
Hush-mail, Mailvault, Stealth Message,
PGP encryption. Bulletproof web-browsing.
19 pages
#570 $5
Eight golden rules to observe. Use other
currencies, correspondent banking.
Automated systems banks use to profile
accounts “of interest” to authorities.
8 pages
#571
$5

Could You Be Extradited?

Governments can manipulate civil case
facts into international criminal cases.
Why “Rendition” is 100X more common
than extradition. Countries with no
extradition treaties, no diplomatic relations.
8 pages
#578
$5

Choosing Your Offshore Bank

Hide assets with alternate identities in
corporations, trusts, foundations. Offshore
plastic card strategies. Secret, coded,
numbered accounts.
13 pages
#572
$5

Eleven golden rules for dealing with
lawyers. How to ask hard questions.
Avoid the trap of “suspicious transactions”
that makes car dealers, jewelers, real
estate agents, accountants, and bankers
report activity that might lead to criminal
charges.
13 pages #568
$5

Digital Money and Digital Gold

Levels of Security Needed by PTs

Opening a Swiss bank account by mail.
Privacy in offshore banks. Threats you
need to know about.
9 pages
#573
$5

Use internet transfer systems backed by
gold to move money. Anonymous accounts,
deposits, withdrawals, payments handled
by exchange providers. Pros, cons, risks,
scams to avoid. 10 pages #575
$5

Elite Private Banking Explained

Enjoy PT advantages at home by having
your government see you as a tourist
“Passing Through.” 16 pages #562 $5

Threats to your personal situation
determine the strategies you need to
protect your privacy, wealth, and freedom.
12 pages
#564
$5

Are We Freer Than Ever, or Not?

Making Your First Moves as a PT

Start a new life, leave troubles behind.
Overcome time and money problems. Do
things legally without attorneys.
9 pages
#565
$5

Where to open one. Precautions to take.
(Don’t get caught with the key!) How
to avoid filing declarations of cash or
monetary items at borders.
6 pages
#574
$5

Are YOU: Reformer or (Dead) Hero?

Advanced PT Privacy & Security

Self-Protection Strategies for PTs

Thanks to the USA Patriot Act, the US
can legally kidnap, jail, torture, even kill
someone, anywhere, and in secret.
15 pages
#557
$5
PTs use independent (non-government)
sources for better world view, early
warnings, best advice.
9 pages
#559
$5

How to renounce US citizenship. Reasons
to give, and NOT give. Keep home
address secret. How to avoid snoopers.
8 pages
#569
$5

Your Offshore Safety Deposit Box

Avoid violence. Make home penetrationproof. Cheap security measures can be
more effective than high-tech alarms.
10 pages
#576
$5
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More “PT” Reports
Safe Travels: Avoid Dangers

Tips to avoid muggings, pick pockets,
purse snatching, armed robbery. How
to observe surroundings and escape
dangers before they materialize.
10 pages
#577
$5

Frauds and Scams
Foisted on PTs

How to recognize frauds relating to legal
residence, 2nd passports, advance fees,
“Spanish prisoner,” fake investments,
fake money laundries, even blackmail.
16 pages
#579
$5

Preparation
for Your PT Lifestyle

A 7-day plan to eliminate unnecessary
property and unwanted people. Develop
a life plan that works in your situation.
9 pages
#580
#5

Second Citizenships
& Residence Permits after 9/11

Big Brother Seeks Hidden
Cash, Even if Abroad

Obtaining a Second Passport

The Fugitive Doberman

Second passports save and improve lives.
Camouflage and third world passports are
used for banking and financial privacy.
How to obtain these passports.
22 pages
#587
$5
Important things you need to know to acquire
a second passport. How to solve the “criminal
record” problem. The answers are here.
13 pages
#588
$5

Types of Passport Program

Some countries accept all comers, others
use point systems, others sell residence
passports. Find “back doors” to Europe.
“Discretion” in the Third World.
23 pages
#589
$5

Find Perfect PT Wife / Partner

Routes to Second Passports
and Naturalization by Amnesty

Living as a PT

Residence Only Programs

Great ideas for adventurous PTs seeking
companionship. Where to go, how to meet
prospects right for you.
13 pages
#581
$5
Raising children and securing good
education along with the PT experience.
Advantages of quickie offshore divorces.
5 pages
#582
$5

Make Cyberspace Millions
by Grey Market Arbitrage

Real-life examples of how you can make
a fortune in arbitrage. Learn how it works
with 12 ground rules for success.
9 pages
#583 $5

Your PT Office in Cyberspace

Make your office truly portable. Security,
cost advantages of an internet office.
8 pages
#584
$5

Real Estate Investing for PTs

The most important PT rule on residential
property. Own without having to file tax
records. Profit despite inflation, depreciating
currencies, rising prices.
10 pages
#585
$5

Employment
for Low-Budget PTs

How mature guys can live like millionaires
on nothing but their charm. How and
where to relocate with little money.
4 pages
#586
$5

Legal “back door” tactics to acquire
citizenship. Risks and problems. Bonus:
an almost instant, legal passport for free!
9 pages
#590
$5
Learn about becoming a (non-citizen)
resident in Switzerland, Liechtenstein,
Anguilla, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, and
British Virgin Islands.
10 pages
#592
$5

Nationality Law Table

Detailed naturalization laws for 200 countries
in table format. Covers citizenship through
marriage, naturalization by residence,
dual citizenship rules, and automatic
citizenship by birth.
13 pages
#593
$5

Win Friends & Influence People
in Small Corrupt Countries
A small, corrupt country could be your
perfect PT business base. Money talks
because corruption is affordable. You
could even get a diplomatic passport.
9 pages
#594
$5

PT2: The Practice

Putting PT options to work: Tax-free
living. No-name accounts. Transfer cash
over borders. Untraced credit cards.
Encryption programs. Virtual phone
numbers. Foreign mail services. Scores
of clever, practical tactics that WORK.
262 pages
#918 $20

9

Government data collection now provides
detailed surveillance of “unusual transactions.”
PTs use techniques of “identity management”
for protection.
12 pages
#566
$5
True story of an innocent man who helps
a neighbor and her dog, only to be
accused of dealing drugs and having his
assets seized by the government.
13 pages
#556
$5

How I Got an Italian Passport
And Became a PT

Frank Abigail recounts his long, amusing,
and ultimately successful struggle to get
an Italian passport by marriage.
17 pages
#595
$5

Passport Fixers & Facilitators

Is your consultant a crook or a sting?
Know how “passport and immigration
consultants” operate so you can be
careful when using an intermediary to
buy a second passport.
16 pages
#596
$5

Oddball Passports and Other
Interesting Travel Documents

Strange passports from real countries.
Non-citizen, diplomatic passports. What
to say when a border official asks, “How
much did you pay for this pass-port?”
21 pages
#597
$5

Techniques for Dealing with
Border Bureaucrats

Successful border crossing techniques
that avoid interrogation and baggage
inspection. How professional smugglers
do it. Handling test questions, intimidation
tactics. What they look for.
16 pages
#598
$5

How Three Friends
Became PTs

Meet three real-life PTs who reveal the
advantages and disadvantages of their
diverse lifestyles.
6 pages
#558
$5

PASSPORT PROGRAMS Worldwide

Detailed descriptions of passport rules of
40 countries. Many have point systems
that can lead to fast naturalization.
47 pages
#591 $20
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Portable Trades & Opportunities

Your Lucky Day

Live without a salary. Avoid consumer
mentality. Use money as a tool. Become
an entrepreneur, not an “employee.” Make
big money fast.
5 pages
#250
$5

Don’t Get a Job

Create a business to generate the most
income. Avoid competition, local laws,
employees, and property. Find needs, fill
them for profit.
2 pages
#251
$5

Be an Internet Entrepreneur

How to Marry Rich

Learn how seduction succeeds, even when
sex doesn’t play a role. Great opportunity!
4 pages
#289 $5

Make a Fortune as an Author

Clever, unusual ways to get FREE
material for books, tapes, CDs, internet.
Make over $100,000 per year with your
own marketing. These detailed plans will
get you started.
5 pages
#260
$5

Writing and Selling a Novel

Start from scratch. Live and work anywhere.
Find a profitable niche. Clever advertising
and insider marketing secrets can bring
$20-30,000 per month.
10 pages
#253
$5

Make big money from all kinds of writing,
including your own novel. All you need to
know about making a fulltime living from
your own writing. The author tells how to
do it.
6 pages
#261
$5

How I Made Over $1,000,000

Pen Pals and Newsletters

Jay Abraham’s ideas for promoting books,
tapes, seminars, and related businesses
that gross over $1million. He shares his
big money ideas still working today.
6 pages
#254
$5

Portable Jobs

There are portable skills that make money
and work wherever you go. House sitting,
honest smuggling, seminars, distributorships,
debit cards, finder’s fees. Find the right
moneymaking plan for you.
12 pages
#255
$5

How to Be a Consultant

Here’s a truly portable profession. Become
an expert and gain credibility by “writing
the book.” Find paying customers, profitable
opportunities. Learn how much to charge.
10 pages
#256
$5

Passport Broker

Insider secrets of second passports.
Use alternate identities to create new
opportunities. Avoid dangers from hustlers
and corrupt officials. Unlimited income
potential.
19 pages
#258
$5

Using Your Good Looks

Youth is worth plenty if you follow this
great advice. Eye-opening examples of
how you can profit with your good looks.
4 pages
#288 $5

Amazing ways to make money from pen
pals. Create moneymaking newsletters,
with unusual content that generates
extra profit from related items, services
and special interests. This truly portable
opportunity that can take you anywhere
you want to be.
8 pages
#262
$5

Moneymaking Ideas
in Newspapers

Make money from others’ ideas. Find
opportunities that exist in “thin air.” Take
over distressed properties/businesses with
nothing down.
6 pages
#267
$5

Start a New Religion

Use psychology and human nature to
create your own “heaven on earth.”
Learn how the game works. How to use
New-Age appeal, touchy-feely tapes,
and seminars. The “business” of religion
offers big rewards.
7 pages
#268
$5

Importing and Exporting

Start on a shoestring and work from
anywhere. How to test market your products,
and avoid costly mistakes. Unlimited income.
10 pages
#274
$5

The Missionary Position

Be an “independent” missionary and live
free—literally. Enjoy endless opportunities
to travel, meet interesting people, and “let
the Lord provide.” Have the life you always
dreamed about: Discover heaven on earth!
12 pages
#269
$5

Get Rich with Inventions

Medical Consultant

Cyberspace Entrepreneur

Dream Jobs

Promotional Letters
& Marketing

Administrative Services Abroad

How to make tweaks and variations on
existing products without costly “patenting”
requirements. Clever marketing can
generate quick income with little risk and
large potential. How and where to find
new opportunities.
3 pages
#263
$5
How to find cyber-needs and fill them.
The author went from zero to $60,000
in less than a year. See how his promotions
turned the internet into his “personal
bank account.”
10 pages
#265
$5

Write winning advertising for sales letters.
Discover insider marketing techniques
that produce continuous, successful sales.
Write magazine articles for steady income.
10 pages
#266
$5

Great opportunity for medically-trained
PTs to avoid legal hassles, yet function at
professional levels. Become a technical
rep for diagnostic equipment and drugs
anywhere in the world. Enjoy low profile
living, high respect, and even higher rewards.
8 pages
#270
$5
How and where to get dream jobs like
polo player, pro athlete, UN ambassador,
and international bureaucrat. These are
extraordinary opportunities for ordinary
people. All based on true accounts.
12 pages
#271
$5
Easy-to-run independent businesses
overseas that avoid local restrictions.
Discover profitable opportunities in mail
drops, brokering, commercial representation,
charities, and marketing. Many opportunities.
9 pages
#273
$5
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Commodity Trader

Find moneymaking opportunities and
make deals worth millions. The stakes
are high, the income potential is even higher,
and you can literally work anywhere.
8 pages
#275 $5

Tracing Missing Heirs

Find unclaimed money and assets. Make
huge commissions from heirs. No
competition, no license required, very
low risk, very generous rewards. Learn
how to get started.
10 pages
#276 $5

Offshore Money Manager

How Marc Harris used offshore opportunities
to make millions in pure profit. Similar
opportunities still exist. Insider details
show exactly how the money is made.
18 pages
#277 $5

Concert, Seminar, Event Production

Secretes of successful marketing and
promotion. Business tricks and financing
details for big profits.
9 pages
#278 $5

Photography & Video Production
Dozens of ways to make fast, easy money
anywhere. Take advantage of related
services and huge specialty markets.
16 pages
#279 $5

“Knock-Off” Consultant

Fashion items provide a constant market
for “knock-offs.” Manufacturers pay big money
for the latest “hot” items. Get into this
fast-paced world and make big money fast.
11 pages
#280 $5

Teaching Abroad

Teach English and other subjects overseas
for great pay and independent living.
Native-speakers are always in great demand.
Many opportunities, profitable sidelines—and
NO credentials or licenses required.
14 pages
#281 $5

Why You Need a Portable Office

Maintain a low profile when conducting
business. Avoid having inventory or
employees. Insider advice for successful
deal-making, marketing, making money
with little “investment.”
6 pages
#283 $5

Make $1,000,000 a year
as a Passport Broker

Procuring second passports, including
legitimate European Union passports.
Finding the right personal contacts. How
to recognize and avoid crooks. Unlimited
opportunities for large income.
11 pages
#259
$5

Specific Occupations

Enjoy a truly “portable” lifestyle as an
artist, marketing “celebrity” items, and
taking advantage of pirate software and
movies. Your English-speaking ability will
open doors as an educator, tour guide,
or writer for markets overseas. Use your
passport privately, for profit.
10 pages
#285 $5

Make Money with Newsletters

Produce specialty newsletters to serve
niche markets. Your readership can be
your “built-in” market for products and
services that go with certain lifestyles,
hobbies, sports and other interests.
13 pages
#286 $5

Potted Plants

Clever ways to market “home-grown”
plants to the public. No license or store
required. Local growers do all the work
for you. Complete details. Easy money.
5 pages
#296 $5

When to Move On

Ten mistakes to avoid when “on your own.”
Recognize very real threats to your freedom.
Keep your life fun, profitable, and safe.
10 pages
#291 $5

International Deal Maker

Learn the practical realities of tax havens.
Achieve your goals by going abroad and
avoiding your “home” country. Make bigtime profits from non-profit organizations.
9 pages
$293 $5

Proﬁt from Foreclosures
With Zero Cash out of Pocket

Buying and selling foreclosure properties
is surprisingly easy to learn. Find
properties with most profit potential. Buy
with no down payment. Help peo-ple and
make a good living at the same time.
48 pages
#878
$15

Get Rich Selling Real Estate
….You Don’t Own!

Find the best properties and control
them with legal options. Make profits
without investing any money of your own.
Detailed plans for making serious money.
4 pages
#294 $5

Auto Sales

Make money with cars, but without being a
dealer. You can profit from both buyers and
sellers with no license or permits required.
Great business plan covers all the details.
4 pages
#295 $5

Writing How-To Books & Novels

Self-publishing offers by far the best
income opportunities for all kinds of
“how-to” books, novels, short stories,
and more. Learn how to make money
from writing.
8 pages
#287 $5

Flea Market Sales

How to get items to sell. Items with the
most profit potential. All about collector’s
items. Clever buying and selling techniques.
Find super bargains for highest profits.
“Second tier” markets can turn trash into
treasure.
9 pages
#297 $5

Female Companion Wanted

Amazing master plan for year-long
adventures paid for by female applicants.
The “owner-operator” of this business
always has current companions willing
to pay to “get away from it all.” Here’s a
real-life opportunity almost too good to
believe, but true!
4 pages
#290 $5

How to Write Almost Anything
And Get Paid For It!

Become a paid writer by following the
plans and ideas in this detailed report.
38 pages
#865 $12

How to turn the Hobby of
Photography into Thousands

Learn to make money in freelance
photography. Special assignments, events,
newspapers, weddings, models, glamor,
fashion. How to copyright your work.
39 pages
#862 $12
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“Free Money” Opportunities

Get $1,000 to $5,000
Free & Clear within 30 Days

Here is a little secret that will enable you
to raise cash quickly, whenever you need
it! Complete details and instructions tell
how to raise $1,000 to $5,000 within 30
days. Use this plan effectively to get the
money you want, even turn it into your
own independent business.
10 pages
#233 $10

INSTANT CASH
How to Get Free Money

Instant Cash reveals the ﬁne points of
preparing a winning grant proposal, with
useful examples. Instant Cash also lists
both public and private grant sources
with addresses and phone numbers. If
your idea or project needs ﬁnancial help,
here’s a great way to get it free.
120 pages
#931 $25

Make Thousands of Dollars
By Winning Contests

Here’s a sureﬁre way to “get rich quick.”
Learn the psychology of winning and
how sweepstakes are conducted. Get
the edge on the competition and take
advantage of inside tricks. It’s all here.
27 pages
#857 $10

National Directories of Private
& Public Grant Programs

These four directories reveal speciﬁc
details of what each program considers
and provides. All contact information is
included. You can apply to private foundations
and government agencies for free grant
money in these four areas:
HEALTHCARE Hospital costs, doctor
bills, surgery, dental, prescriptions.
21 pages
#936 $10
BUSINESS Start-up, expansion, acquisition,
equipment, plant ﬁnancing, etc.
21 pages
#937 $10
PERSONAL NEEDS Rent, mortgage,
groceries, clothing, home care, debts.
21 pages
#938 $10
EDUCATION Undergraduate, graduate,
professional, foreign studies, and more.
21 pages
#939 $10

SWEEPSTAKES AND LOTTERIES
Inside rules for participating. Strategies
for big winnings. Frauds and scams to
avoid.
6 pages
#456
$4

FAST MONEY PLANS
Of the Insiders

Looking for ways to make money fast?
Here are hundreds of possibilities you can
use today! Many of the ideas and plans
can actually turn into your own business
that will keep on making money! Loaded
with great advice and suggestions, use
this collection of money plans to make
money, save money, and enjoy a much
more rewarding life.
56 pages
#934 $20

The Big Book of Free Money

This is the ultimate book for getting free
money from corporations, foundations and
the government. Almost 3,000 sources with
names, addresses, and phone numbers
are listed. Free money for personal uses is
for the needy, artists, education, housing,
social security, grants, and scholarships.
Money for businesses includes federal
and state sources, special considerations
for women, minorities, the disabled, small
business investment companies, and
venture capital sources. Use this book to
receive money these organizations want
to GIVE AWAY!
191 pages
#935 $25

How to Write
A Winning Grant Proposal

This detailed guide provides all the ﬁne
points to observe and how to avoid mistakes
that can disqualify your proposal. If you
are serious about applying for grants, you
need this very helpful “tool.” NOTE: Most
grant proposals are rejected not because
they have bad ideas, but because they
are poorly written.
21 pages
#940 $10

Winning the
Government Giveaway Game

Our federal government still gives away
all kinds of free beneﬁts which you can
receive simply by applying. Learn about
federal loans for family or business. Free
overseas travel. Missing persons locator.
Help for inventors. Wipe out IRS debt.
Almost-free urban home-steading. Get
addresses and phone numbers to apply
for your OWN set of beneﬁts.
32 pages
#868 $10

LAST CHANCE GUIDE
To FINANCIAL SUCCESS

Discover these amazing ﬁnancial
possibilities that anyone can put into
action.
Use this “millionaire” secret to raise
huge sums of money legally in only 24
hours even if you are deeply in debt or
have bad credit.
How to own your own million-dollar
corporation in only four weeks.
Raise up to $50,000 with your credit
cards alone. Get A-1 credit in 45 days.
Add $100,000 to a balance sheet
for less than $50.
Raise cash anytime with the eight
money rules of J. Paul Getty.
Plus a listing of over 100 sources
of capital for real estate, new ventures,
business expansion, and personal use.
50 pages
#622 $20

•
•
•
•
•
•

Get Your Own Personal Loan

How to deal with the four basic questions
all lenders ask borrowers. Learn to answer
them the way they want and the loan
will be yours. Avoid the biggest mistakes
made by would-be borrowers. Use collateral
properly. Where to ﬁnd all the ﬁnancing
sources you need.
16 pages
#777 $10

Insider’s Secrets to Free Travel

Discover opportunities for free travel
available to anyone with the spirit to
apply. Many of the travel arrangements
can actually become sources of income
while you’re traveling.
58 pages
#778 $15

The FREE MONEY Combo
Discover hundreds of very generous
sources of FREE MONEY and
financial assistance in these four
books:

The Big Book of Free Money
Fast Money Plans of the Insiders
Instant Cash, How to Get Free Money
Get $1000 to $5000 Free & Clear
in 30 Days
All 4 Books for only $49. You save $31!

ALL 4 Books

#517
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$49

Money-Making Opportunities
Shoestring Marketing Guide

How to take a product inexpensively to
market. Packaging, pricing, selling to
consumers, retail versus wholesale, and
how to use agents and brokers.
15 pages
#226
$8

Product Finding Guide

Step-by-step program for building your
product line. Systemize your search to
ﬁnd thousands of products. Make quantity
deals, set prices, arrange shipping.
12 pages
#227
$8

National Sellers List

Contact dealers who sell real estate
and personal property seized by federal
enforcement agencies around the country.
8 pages
#196
$5

Sell Information by Mail

Learn why selling information by mail is
one of the most profitable businesses
today. Professional tips for beginners
come from years of experience and
money spent. Here are all the “inside”
details you need to get started.
16 pages
#164 $10

75 Home Businesses
under $500 to Start

Thanks to new technology and the Internet,
it’s easy to set up a business in your own
home. Here are 75 great business ideas
that take very little to start.
10 pages
#118 $10

50 Shoestring Start-Ups

Start any of these businesses for less
than $500. All can be done part-time,
from home, and later become full-time.
8 pages
#117 $10

Financing a Small Business

This step-by-step ﬁnancing plan can be
used repeatedly to start, build, or expand
any business. Complete details.
15 pages
#225
$8

How to Raise Money
For Starting a Business

Get your business started with the right
ﬁnancing. Many sources are available.
You just need to know who and where
they are to ﬁnd all the money you need.
4 pages
#203
$4

15 Low-Cost Start-Ups

Start your own small business at home
part-time or weekends. No experience
needed for these 15 great opportunities.
10 pages
#116 $10

105 Ways to Make Money At Home

13

Commercial Research Service

Create and sell commercial research
reports that clients pay for in advance.
Others do the research. You get free
advertising. Make up to $1M per year.
16 pages
#111 $10

Turn your spare time into money in a
home-based business. Detailed plans
show how to get started, find customers,
how much to charge. Simple marketing
strategies help you succeed.
11 pages
#794 $10

75 Ways to Cash in at Home

Make Any Expense
Tax-Deductible

The Internet offers unlimited opportunities
for moneymaking websites. These 50
ideas can be your internet goldmine.
8 pages
#119 $10

Learn how to deduct everyday expenses
from your home business income and
pay zero tax. Document vacations, home
ofﬁce, commuting as expenses. Make
kids’ allowances tax deductible.
24 pages
#24
$10

Cigarette Smuggling
For PROFIT

Want to make $5,000 without “working?”
Travel between states and “buy low, sell
high.” How to buy. What to drive. Where
to sell. Tax differences, state by state.
4 pages
#670 $10

Make $300 a Day
Detailing Cars, Trucks & Vans!

Complete business plan takes very little
money to start. Learn detailing, promotion,
tools, supplies, generating cash.
112 pages
#529 $20

Insider’s Guide to
US Government Auction Sales

These 75 moneymaking business ideas
can all be started and run from home
either part-time or fulltime. Start today!
10 pages
#115 $10

50 Online Moneymakers

How to Buy Used Federal Property

Online auctions offer cars, boats, jewelry,
tools, furniture, equipment of all kinds.
Contact agencies directly to receive free
lists and notices of sales.
3 pages
#436
$2

INTERNET AUCTIONS

A Guide for Buyers and Sellers
Learn how Internet auctions work, payment
options, how to protect yourself. Always
opportunities for quick proﬁts.
5 pages
#178
$5

Multi-Level Marketing

There are fortunes yet to be made using
multi-level marketing (MLM). Organize
and profit from a sales empire with you
at the top! Here’s all you need to know.
50 pages
#867 $10

Get on the mailing lists of federal agencies
that conduct hundreds of auctions
throughout the year for cars, houses,
boats, jewelry, and business equipment.
Make a fortune for pennies on the dollar.
11 pages
#859 $10

Home-Based
Businesses for Proﬁt

98 Underground Businesses

Get Paid for Watching TV

These “cash businesses” generate quick
income in the Underground Economy.
Easy to start and run, they can be
operated successfully by anyone. No
licenses, no permits, no fees, just profit.
These detailed plans make money!
58 pages
#440 $20

Many potential business opportunities,
even franchises, can be started small
from home. Learn the many possibilities.
31 pages
#855 $10
Make money while watching your favorite
shows! Organize your business with
national advertisers as your clients. Start
your own rating service. Find clients for
video production groups. This “inside”
report makes viewing time PAY!
32 pages
#858 $10
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Money-Making Opportunities

Seminar Broker

Make $50,000 in two days as a seminar
broker. Learn how to ﬁnd a hot subject,
test it inexpensively, and get expert
presenters to do the work. Ticket sales
can easily net thousands in clear profit.
13 pages
#112 $10

Make a Fortune
With Classiﬁed Ads

Classiﬁed ads offer the best return in
advertising. Easy to write, they can be
steady income or a full-time business.
Here’s all you need to know:
What to sell. What sells best. Where to
place ads. Use “Free details” or straight
sale? Six ways to test ads. The “Magic”
words and phrases that always sell best.
16 pages
#168 $10

Starting Your Own Business

A complete guide for selecting a name
for your business, opening a business
account, plus insider tips on choosing the
best advertising and marketing.
8 pages
#201
$5

Underground Car Dealer

Want to make $1200 to $3000 a month
in your spare time? As an “underground”
car dealer you find the hottest cars
and buy them without money. Beat the
pros as a “private party.” Sell with no
advertising. Discover what cars never to
buy. Five things to do before selling a car.
The best way to get your asking price.
Use the “magic” word that gets the best
deals, and you will be making MONEY.
51 pages
#62
$30

Copyright Basics

Exact details on what a copyright is, what
can be copyrighted, who can apply, how
to register, what fees are involved, and
what forms to use.
12 pages
#190 $10

Set Up Your Own In-House
Advertising Agency

Start your own ad agency with very little
investment. Place ads in national magazines
FREE. Buy space that pulls best. Get
free editorial mention. Use attentiongetting words. Establish immediate credit
for your ad agency.
12 pages
#166 $10

Making Money at Garage Sales
Swap Meets and Flea Markets

Learn all the tricks of selling in these
special places. Setting up. Selection and
pricing. Advertising. Making the sales.
Better preparation for even more sales.
19 pages
#860 $10

Take Over Going Businesses

Take over going businesses with no
cash of your own. (It can be any kind of
business since you won’t be running it.)
Sell to an eager entrepreneur who pays
cash up front, does all the work, and
provides steady monthly income to you.
11 pages
#114 $10

Million Dollar Hobby

Turn spare time into a personal fortune
by using this guide. No investment to
make, no business to run, no ofﬁce, no
selling, no employees, and absolutely no
risk. Make your fortune and retire!
12 pages
#108 $10

The Legal Chain Letter

This mail order business can grow into
a million dollars within a year. Use chain
letter techniques (100 percent legal) to
help schools and charities raise funds
(no selling for the groups to do). Your
mailman will do all the work for you!
5 pages
#110 $10

The Gift Letter Program

US Government Auto Auctions

Explains the Auto Auctions program and
includes a checklist for buying a quality
car at a great price.
5 pages
#197 $5

Start Your Own Import/Export
Business at Home

Here is helpful information for starting a
proﬁtable import/export business. Agencies
that offer free assistance. Countries with
best bargains. Overseas sources. Get
free samples of most any product.
12 pages
#161 $10

Home Inspection Service

Make up to $7,000 a month by phone
and mail from your home. Arrange to
have others do the work for you.
19 pages
#106 $10

New Venture Consulting

Make up to $100,000 a year with a
consulting service for people who want
to start their own business. Complete
details for this profitable plan.
13 pages
#109 $10

SPECIAL

COMBO OFFERS

Start making more money with over
300 plans to generate quick cash.
You save 55% off our catalog prices!

The Money-Maker

Make $5,000 a month by mailing 100 or
so sponsored letters each day to new
home buyers. No capital needed for this
simple, profitable home business.
13 pages
#102 $10

105 Ways to Make Money at Home
98 Underground Businesses
50 Online Businesses at Home
Fast Money Plans of the Insiders
Lazy Person’s Secrets to Overnight Wealth
Get $1,000 to $5,000 Free & Clear In 30 Days

Flea Market Extravaganza

All 6 Items

Make $30,000 net proﬁt in one weekend
with an event that runs from Friday noon
to 6PM Sunday. You collect all your cash
in advance before the doors open.
10 pages
#105 $10

Publish Your Own Newsletter

Start a profitable newsletter with virtually
no overhead or investment. Reach
subscribers with free publicity, valuable
information, attractive rates. Best ways
to print and avoid beginner mistakes.
15 pages
#162 $10

All Six Items for only $29 You save $46!

#10

$29

Super Money-Maker

105 Ways to Make Money at Home
98 Underground Businesses
50 Online Businesses at Home
Fast Money Plans of the Insiders
Lazy Person’s Secrets to Overnight Wealth
Get $1,000 to $5,000 Free & Clear in 30 Days
Make Cash Selling at Swap Meets
Last Chance Guide to Financial Success

All Eight Items only $49

All 8 Items

You save $60!

#20
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Special Money-Making Reports
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All Reports - Only $1.00 Each!

If you're looking for IDEAS
for starting or
expanding your
own business,
these reports
will have just
what you need. With an
average of 3-4 pages, they
are concise, to-the-point,
and filled with helpful information you can put to use
immediately.

And for only $1 each,
you've got a BARGAIN!

"Mail Order" Business
# 73
# 74
# 75
# 76
# 77
# 78
# 79
# 80
# 81
# 83
# 84
# 85
# 88
# 90
#308
#310
#311
#313
#322
#344
#345
#351
#357
#358
#359
#361
#367

Sell Hobby Items by Mail
Mail-5-Letters-A-Day Plan
Selling with Mini-Circulars
Mail Order Best Sellers
Practical Plans for Beginners
Create Your Own Products
Selling Recipes by Mail
How to Be a Drop Shipper
Sell Folios by Mail
Start Your Own Publication
Creating New Ideas
Start Your Own M.O. Business
M.O. Advertising Secrets
Be a Mailing List Broker
Renting Mailing Lists
Profit from Your Reports
Marketing Your Reports
Sell Information by Mail
The Basics of Mail Order
Success in Mail Order
Mail Order with No Inventory
Finding a M.O. "Buddy"
Mail Order Tips
M.O. Customer Service
M.O. Tips for Beginners
Key to M.O. is Marketing
Avoiding M.O. Mistakes

Individual Plans for Starting Your Own Business
# 86
# 87
# 89
# 91
# 92
# 94
# 97
#123
#124
#134
#137
#144
#150
#156
#157
#159
#312
#315
#316
#317
#318
#319
#320
#321
#327
#329
#333
#338

Information Marketing
Fashion Reselling
Secrets of Book Selling
Private Label Products
The Information Business
Selling Remainders/Overstock
Subscription Newletter
Business Consulting Service
Bartering Club
Credit/Debt Counseling
Videotaping Service
Money Brokerage
Dating & Escort Service
Renting Mailing Lists
Pen Pal Club
Profits from Your Camera
Correspondence Club
Circular Mailing Service
The Ad Sheet Business
Publishing Ad Sheets
"Big Mail" Service
Rent Your Mailing List
Typesetting Business
Rubber Stamps
Selling "Used" Products
Selling Coupons
Freebie Ad Magazine
Special Event Videos

#339
#342
#343
#347
#348
#349
#353
#356
#364
#365
#368
#372
#373
#374
#379
#380
#381
#382
#384
#385
#386
#387
#388
#390
#392
#393
#394
#395

Videotaping Inventory
Discount Cards
Placemats as Ads
Errand Service
Referral Service
Newsletter Publishing
$5,000/page Circulars
Homemade Booklets
Self-Publishing
Money from Classified Ads
Gift Baskets
Producing How-To Videos
Biz-Opp Expo/Seminars
Adult Book & Video Club
Money with Voice Mail
All-Cruise Travel Club
Temp Help Agency
Mini-Offices
Advertising Maps
Zip Code Phonebooks
Gourmet Gift Baskets
Party Planner
Auto Detailing
Aerobics for Profit
House Cleaning
Moving People
Strip-O-Gram ($$!)
Home Shopping Show

computer.related.plans
# 96
#305
#307
#331
#369
#370
#377
#383

Profits w/Personal Computer
Money on the Internet
What is "www" Domain?
Sharewares for $5 or Less
Publishing with CD-ROMS
Catalog on Disk/CD-ROM
Gold Inside Your PC
Producing How-To CDs

Good Money/Bad Money
#301
#303
#323
#324
#328
#330
#336

Tomorrow's Job Opportunities
66 Ways to Save Money
Chain Letters, Pyramid Scams
Envelope Stuffing Scams
Contest, Sweepstakes Secrets
Why Lottery Systems Fail
Unlimited Grocery Coupons

Useful Information
# 82
#216
#302
#304
#360
#362
#376

How to Copyright Your Work
Get Best Info on Any Subject
Buy Used Federal Property
Basic Facts on Trademarks
How Pawnshops Work
What Makes an Entrepreneur?
NAFTA Exporter: Mexico

Advertising & Marketing
# 93
# 95
#209
#210
#211
#213
#214
#215
#306
#309
#325
#332
#334
#335
#340
#346
#352
#354
#355
#363
#366
#371
#375
#389
#396
#397
#398
#399

Advertise/Publicize any Offer
Produce Ad Circulars
Get Free Radio Advertising
How to Get Free Advertising
Secrets of Free Publicity
Write Profitable Classified Ads
Recruit Dealers/Distributors
Worldwide Distributor Network
Getting Free Publicity
Your Distributor Network
Make Classified Ads Work
Get Free Advertising
Marketing With High-Tech
Referral Cards Work!
Producing Cable TV Spots
Increase Ad Pulling Power
Select Best Business Name
Writing A Press Release
Marketing Products & Ideas
Overcoming Start-Up Blues
Avoid Advertising Mistakes
Marketing by Modem
Profits from Giveaways
Coop Sweepstakes
Producing Informercials
Ways to Buy TV Time
How to Buy TV Time
Produce Your Infomercial

ORDER
FORM

ORDER BY MAIL

Enclose money order, check
or credit card information with
the Order Form. No CODs or
open accounts. Orders paid
by money order or credit card
are shipped the same day
as received. Orders paid by
check will be held 2 weeks.

ORDER BY PHONE

If you are paying by Visa or
MasterCard, call 1-800-3388484, 7AM to 1PM, PST, MonFri. After hours, leave message
and we will call you back.
Your card’s billing address
is required for verification if
shipping address is different.
Shipping to institutions is OK.
Inmate registration numbers
are required for all shipments.

FREE SHIPPING

for all orders paid by US
Postage Stamps. Simply count
stamps the same as cash for
payment of order. Allow 3-5
days for delivery by Priority
mail.

ORDERS OUTSIDE USA

Payment must be in U.S. funds
only. Please use International
Postal Money Orders or
checks drawn on U.S banks.
All orders shipped via Air Mail.

RETURNS

Returned items must be
received in “like-new” condition
within 30-days of purchase and
are subject to a 25% restocking
charge. Damaged materials
will be returned to the sender.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

7am - Noon (PST), Mon-Fri
Toll-Free: (800) 338-8484, or
Privacy@EdenPress.com
All business will be conducted
by phone, website, or mail only.

MAILING ADDRESS

Eden Press, Inc.
P.O. Box 8410
Fountain Valley, CA 92728
www.EdenPress.com
Toll-Free: (800) 338-8484

Item #

Price

10.......$29
19.........20
20.........49
22.........25
24.........10
25.........10
35.........10
38.........20
45.........25
49.........12
50.........15
53.........10
54.........10
62.........30
65.........30
67.........25
72.........10
73...........1
74...........1
75...........1
76...........1
77...........1
78...........1
79...........1
80...........1
81...........1
82...........1
83...........1
84...........1
85...........1
86...........1
87...........1
88...........1
89...........1
90...........1
91...........1
92...........1
93...........1
94...........1
95...........1
96...........1
97...........1
100's
102.....$10
105.......10
106.......10
108.......10
109.......10
110.......10
111.......10
112.......10
114.......10
115.......10
116.......10
117.......10
118.......10
119.......10
120.........5
121.......10
123.........1
124.........1
134.........1
137.........1
143.........3
144.........1
150.........1
156.........1
157.........1
159.........1
161.......10
162.......10
164.......10
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Price

165.....$10
166.......10
168.......10
170.......10
174.........1
177.........3
178.........5
179.........5
180.........3
181.........2
182.........2
183.........2
184.........5
185.......10
186.........3
187.........4
188.........2
189.........5
190.......10
191.........5
193.........4
195.........5
196.........5
197.........5

200's

201.......$5
203.........4
205.........5
209.........1
210.........1
211.........1
213.........1
214.........1
215.........1
216.........1
217.........9
225.........8
226.........8
227.........8
229.........8
233.......10
250.........5
251.........5
253.........5
254.........5
255.........5
256.........5
258.........5
259.........5
260.........5
261.........5
262.........5
263.........5
265.........5
266.........5
267.........5
268.........5
269.........5
270.........5
271.........5
273.........5
274.........5
275.........5
276.........5
277.........5
278.........5
279.........5
280.........5
281.........5
283.........5
285.........5
286.........5
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287.......$5
288.........5
289.........5
290.........5
291.........5
293.........5
294.........5
295.........5
296.........5
297.........5

300's

301.......$1
302.........1
303.........1
304.........1
305.........1
306.........1
307.........1
308.........1
309.........1
310.........1
311.........1
312.........1
313.........1
315.........1
316.........1
317.........1
318.........1
319.........1
320.........1
321.........1
322.........1
323.........1
324.........1
325.........1
327.........1
328.........1
329.........1
330.........1
331.........1
332.........1
333.........1
334.........1
335.........1
336.........1
338.........1
339.........1
340.........1
342.........1
343.........1
344.........1
345.........1
346.........1
347.........1
348.........1
349.........1
351.........1
352.........1
353.........1
354.........1
355.........1
356.........1
357.........1
358.........1
359.........1
360.........1
361.........1
362.........1
363.........1
364.........1
365.........1
366.........1
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367.......$1
368.........1
369.........1
370.........1
371.........1
372.........1
373.........1
374.........1
375.........1
376.........1
377.........1
379.........1
380.........1
381.........1
382.........1
383.........1
384.........1
385.........1
386.........1
387.........1
388.........1
389.........1
390.........1
392.........1
393.........1
394.........1
395.........1
396.........1
397.........1
398.........1
399.........1

400's

400.....$20
405.......10
406.........4
407.........4
408.........4
409.........2
410.........3
411..........4
412.........2
414.........2
416.........2
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Price

418.......$2
419.........2
425.........2
426.........2
428.........2
430.........2
431.........2
432.........2
433.........2
435.........2
436.........2
440.......20
441.........3
445.........5
447.........5
449.........3
450.........3
451.........3
456.........4
465.......20
476.......15
482.......10
483.......18
484.......20

500's

506.....$80
507.......70
510.......50
511.......65
515.......99
517.......49
529.......20
550.........5
551.........5
552.........5
553.........5
554.........5
555.........5
556.........5
557.........5
558.........5
559.........5
560.........5
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Price

561.......$5
562.........5
563.........5
564.........5
565.........5
566.........5
567.........5
568.........5
569.........5
570.........5
571.........5
572.........5
573.........5
574.........5
575.........5
576.........5
577.........5
578.........5
579.........5
580.........5
581.........5
582.........5
583.........5
584.........5
585.........5
586.........5
587.........5
588.........5
589.........5
590.........5
591.......20
592.........5
593.........5
594.........5
595.........5
596.........5
597.........5
598.........5
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Price

600's

621.....$30
622.......20
629.......20
631.......15
665.......20
670.......10
673.......25
675.......25
677.......20
678.......25

700's

700.....$15
735.......40
736.......30
765.........5
771.......15
776.......10
777.......10
778.......15
782.......10
787.......10
788.......10
794.......10

Item #

Price

900's

901.....$30
902.......20
918.......20
928.......20
931.......25
932.......10
933.......20
934.......20
935.......25
936.......10
937.......10
938.......10
939.......10
940.......10
944.......40
953.......18
954.......20
969.......10
971.......20
986.......50
994.......15
999.......20

800's

829.....$25
835.......10
848.......30
852.......10
855.......10
857.......10
858.......10
859.......10
860.......10
861.......10
862.......12
865.......12
867.......10
868.......10
878.......15
879.......10
884.........5
885.........5
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